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Mimesis:  the Camou collection 
designed for the adventure 
 
A wow effect for the wild look of the new Mimesis of 
La Passione Cycling Couture  
Just forget the tradition and let yourself be engaged by 
the new and futuristic camou pattern re-designed by La 
Passione Cycling Couture for the two-wheel adventurers. 
Mimesis has an energetic and ultra-light character and is 
particularly suitable for the warmest days. A wild style-
oriented look without forgetting its performing details. 
 
The jersey is a combination of four fabrics from the most 
refined Italian manufacturing tradition, to ensure perfect 
fit and ultra-breathability. The back side in perforated 
fabric and the side inserts in special micro-mesh help 
regulate the body warmth. The sleeves in elasticized 
fabric feature an open cut finish and the La Passione 
logo is part of the exclusive pattern. The reversed full-
length zip ensures the greatest functionality. 
 
The Bib Shorts are made with a specially-constructed 
fabric of several panels that provide high resistance and 
muscle compression. Their perfect grip on the leg is 
guaranteed by the elastic band with silicone insert, 
where a chosen detail of the camou pattern stands out 
so as to provide these refined bib shorts with a touch of 
originality. 
 
The pad – that has been developed, as usual, with 
Elastic Interface®, the leader in the sector – has a round 
and anatomical shape to ensure great stability on the 
saddle as well as proper cooling in the areas most 
subject to chafing. The new suspenders eliminate all 
bothering constraints and free the comfort, just keeping 
the pleasure of riding. 
 
Mimesis could not help but offer inspired accessories to 
match the new camou kit. Comfortable ultra-resistant 
gloves and socks made with the refined Meryl Skinlife 
yarn – with its thermic regulatory properties – complete 
the line, and the most creative cyclists will be using them 
on their long summer rides. 
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Check out more on our website. 
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La Passione: a Digital-Native-Vertical-Brand founded in 
2015 from the vision of Giuliano Ragazzi and Yurika 
Marchetti, which places particular attention on 
fundamental values like high quality Italian craftmanship, 
in the service of contemporary, sophisticated, elegant 
and functional cycling clothing. 
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